















The “Guocui” Movement emerged in the last several years of the Qing period is 
regarded as an event of importance in the history of modern Chinese thought. 
Imitated the “Kokugaku” of early modern Japan, a group of Chinese scholars 
proposed a same concept, “Guoxue”, which literally means “the study of our nation”, 
to rescue Chinese traditional studies from the Western Impact. Subsequently, 
“Guoxue” became a essential concept of Chinese cultural nationalism and continued 
until today. Although the word “Guocui” and “Guoxue” are totally borrowed from 
Japanese, the evolution and influence are quite different. Previous studies tend to 
take up more famous characters such as Zhang Bing-lin or Liu Shi-pei, and consider 
the “Guocui” Movement as a part of the Xinhai Revolution. This paper focus on 
another respectable but neglected person, Deng Shi, who served as the chairman of 
“Guoxue Preservation Society” from 1905 to 1912. By using some old magazines 
Deng had participated in, we can elucidate how the concept of “Guoxue” was 
proposed, and realize some definite substances of Deng’s “Guoxue” discussion. At the 
conclusion of this paper, a simplicity comparison between the Chinese “Guoxue” and 
the Japanese “Kokugaku” was made, purposing to promote the understanding on 
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